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INSTALLATION STATEMENT:  
1.Read all instructions before installing.  
2.Installed by a qualified electrician.  
3.In case of getting a electric shock, before installation and maintain, shut off the electricity.  
4.Ensure the ceiling has enough space for installation light fixture. Do not cover the lamp with 
insulation and combustibles in case of a fire.  
5.If the safety glass is cracking, please replace glass instant.  
6.Do not install fixture on unstable and unfixed ceiling in case of falling.  
7.Keep the installation instruction for future reference.  
 
LIGHTING FIXTURE INSTALLATION:  
1.Ensure the ceiling has enough space for installation light fixture.(unit: mm) (pic 1 &pic 2).  
2.Ceiling thickness is 6～25mm, Dig a hole diameterφ75mm (pic 3).  

 
3.Screw 4 plastic anchors into the ceiling,  lock the trim frame on the ceiling with tapping 
screws(pic 4).  
4.Smooth the surface around the trim with plaster(pic 5).  
5.Connect the driver input end with power cord, Send wires, junction box and fixture into the ceiling 
hole(pic 6), until the fixture is locked by  the springs of the trim(pic 5).  

 

 
REFLECTOR INSTALLATION：  
1.Reflector can be directly put into the lamp, until the shrapnel card locked.(Fig 7)  
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2.Adjustable fixture, horizontal 360°，Vertical 0-25°before installation reflector, need set the 
required angle first.  
(1) Look up the ceiling, there are two small round columns (marked in Fig 8), Use two fingers to 
achieve horizontal Angle adjustment.  
(2) When horizontal angle set well, then use index finger to tip the adjustable lamp body to achieve 
Vertical 0-25°adjustment.  
(3) When all angle set well, press the springs of reflector, springs put into the shrapnel slot (marked 
in Fig 10)and locked. Be careful with the direction of reflector when install.  

 
 

 


